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ABOUT ME

filip.coertjens@frametales.com
+32 476 904 336
linkedin.com/in/filipcoertjens
@filipc / @frametales
www.frametales.com
meubelstraat 10, 2800 mechelen
belgium

I am a dedicated creative professional with +10 years
experience in digital marketing. My innate curiosity and
hands-on attitude made me develop a wide range of
skills, from copywriting to graphic design, from web
application development to project management. My
strongest asset is my ability to merge business objectives with creative delivery. Hence I’m a great supporter
of design thinking methodology which believes that
true innovation can only emerge when we are able to
step outside of our framework of thoughts. Apart from
my day job I’m also involved in some startups.

MY EDUCATION
2000-2002
MA IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN (KU LEUVEN)

Magna Cum Laude
Thesis: “Merk-waardige Communicatie. Over merkenbouw in
de 21ste eeuw” (“A brand new world of communication”)

1998-2000
MA IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF ANTWERP (UFSIA)

Cum Laude

MY PROFESSIONAL TIMELINE
< 2004
STRATEGIC PLANNER
VVL/BBDO
COPYWRITER A.I.
BBC COMMUNICATION
2004

2005

2006

2004-2007
MARKETING MANAGER
RENDEZ-VOUS.BE

2007-2015
INTERACTIVE MARKETING LEAD BELUX
ACCENTURE NV
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2009-2010
CO-FOUNDER / MARKETING
CASHCOLLIE.COM

2012-present
OWNER / DESIGN CONSULTANT
FRAMETALES

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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MY PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (1/2)
To illustrate my experience, I picked 6 projects through which I believe I created a lot of value. Of course, there are
many other milestones in my career. If you want more insights, I suggest we have a cup of cappuccino together...
(If you don’t like coffee, you can also check my LinkedIn profile.)
1. ACCENTURE ALUMNI NETWORK

Under impulse of the Accenture
management, I reinvigorated the local
alumni network and led it into the digital
age by setting-up an online community
platform. It was the pre-Facebook era, so
we pioneered at a Global level (2007-’14).

2. LEADERS ARE READERS

To reach out to Accenture's ever-busy
CXO clients, I invented a content
marketing campaign Summer 2014. Under
the adage "Leaders Are Readers" the
campaign promoted the 2014 Summer
vacation to CXOs as the ideal moment to
read refreshing content. Through a
seasoning landing page, CXO executives
could select their preferred books. The
books were wrapped in a mini-sandbox,
referring to the beach, and delivered by
snail mail. Thanks to the relevant content
and the non-intrusive approach, the
campaign more than achieved its
objectives. Accenture rolled it out
internationally.
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3. CREATIVE DIRECTION OF A BOOK

Accenture is actively promoting
innovation. Therefore we created a coffee
table book with conversations from 28
thought leaders. I was one of the key
drivers of the project and managed the
creative direction.
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4. FS INNOVATION AWARDS

To foster innovation, Accenture also
set-up its Innovation Awards for Financial
Services. Part of the organizing team, I did
the concepting and creative direction for
the two editions (2012-2013) of this
Belgium & Luxembourg event.
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5. LONDON CALLING STARTUP
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In 2009, the international m-commerce
startup CashCollie was elected finalist in
Seedcamp Berlin, Paris and London. As
co-founder I participated in the
discussions with venture capitalists and
technologists. A great learning experience!

6. PIONEERING ONLINE DATING

05

06

In 2004 I helped reposition Belgium's first
and largest online dating startup,
Rendez-Vous.be. A rebranding and
restyling was done, next to the strategic
partnerships with various online, print,
radio and tv media. Together with the
team, we succeeded in growing the
amount of unique monthly visitors with
+34% (cim-metriweb statistics of march
2006 compared to january 2004), having
16% more memberships and resulting in
growing business revenues (more than
doubled since 2004). In 2008 the site was
acquired by a big Belgian publishing
company.
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MY PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (2/2)
5 years ago, I started my own business. I help organizations to find their voice and build a vision giving
meaning and purpose to what they do. Digital storytelling and design tactics are key in framing the right
messages. An anthology...
1. FRAMETALES

I am not an ad agency.
Neither I am a consultant.
I am your best supporter, your trusted
sidekick. You own your story.
I don’t create it, I help you to reveal it.
I coach you to frame its premise and to
present it compellingly. Thus turning your
audiences into followers and enthusiasts.
To achieve this, we use storytelling and
design. Going beyond any medium or
channel…

FRAMETALES

2. KEYNOTE DESIGN & COACHING

Multiple clients requested our help to
tweak and develop the storyline of their
presentations. Based on their corporate
branding, we designed a broad range of
management, investor and sales
presentations. Sometimes, we also
coached the presenters in staging their
keynote.
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3. (RE)BRANDING

02

03

Two fast growing companies providing
supply chain software and SAP integration
services were in need of a new corporate
branding. In less than 4 weeks, I
sharpened their brand story and
rebranded their style guide, featuring new
product and company logotypes.

4. WORKSHOPS & PRESENTATIONS

For various audiences we regularly give
keynote presentations on storytelling and
design thinking and digital marketing.

5. SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

To establish its thought leadership on
“Track&Trace”, an eBook on
anti-counterfeiting was developed for
Movilitas (formerly: Inxites). We created
the cover and page design of the eBook
and we set-up a social media campaign.
The campaign resulted in more than
10.000 views of the corresponding
Slideshare presentation and +100 qualified
leads downloaded the eBook.
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6. ILLUSTRATIONS, INFOGRAPHICS &
GRAPHIC RECORDINGS
Visuals help simplifying complex ideas. It
also makes it easier to share them. From
concept to execution, I provide my clients
with the right illustration or infographic. At
events, graphic recording (live drawing on
the whiteboard) can boost comprehension
and engagement of your audience.
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MY SKILLS & EXPERTISE
“A day without learning is a lost day.” In my daily professional life, I’m always eager to improve my skills.
Malcolm Gladwell says it takes approximately 10,000 hours of deliberate practice to master a skill. I’m proud
of what I can, but there is still a lot of work to do...

SKILLSET: CREATIVITY + BUSINESS + TECHNOLOGY

LANGUAGES

EXPERTISE

Dutch

Copywriting

French

Graphic Design

English

Logo Design

German

Web Design
UX Design

CERTIFICATES

Web Development

2009
SCREENWRITING FOR NARRATIVE SHORTS
FLANDERS SCRIPT ACADEMY

Social Media Mgt.

2008-2009
NARRATIVE STRUCTURE IN FILM
FLANDERS SCRIPT ACADEMY

SEO/SEA
Project Mgt.
Presenting
Video Editing
Budgeting

AWARDS
2012
ACCENTURE 40-4-2 INNOVATION AWARD
ACCENTURE NV

Marketing Mgt.
Event Marketing
Creative Direction
Illustration

jQuery

WordPress CMS

Salesforce

MySQL

CSS3

HTML5

Word - Pages

Dreamweaver

InDesign

NOVICE

Illustrator

ADVANCED

Photoshop

COMPETENT

Excel - Numbers

PROFICIENT

Powerpoint - Keynote

EXPERT

